As the size of materials, particles, and devices shrinks to nanometer, atomic, or even quantum scale, it is more challenging to characterize their thermal properties reliably. Scanning thermal microscopy (SThM) is an emerging method to obtain local thermal information by controlling and monitoring probe-sample thermal exchange processes. In this review, key experimental and theoretical components of the SThM system are discussed, including thermal probes and experimental methods, heat transfer mechanisms, calibration strategies, thermal exchange resistance, and effective heat transfer coefficients. Additionally, recent applications of SThM to novel materials and devices are reviewed, with emphasis on thermoelectric, biological, phase change, and 2D materials.
and electronics, the capability to explore, measure, modify, and ultimately manufacture in the nanoworld is increasingly demanding. Device feature sizes were reduced to very small length scales, only a few-to-tens of nanometers, and shorter time domains were needed to observe fast transport and energy conversion phenomena. [1] Scanning thermal microscopy (SThM) was developed based on scanning probe microscopy (SPM) [2] and is one of the experimental techniques enabling the understanding of nanoscale thermal phenomena. Direct observation of physical thermal transport phenomena requires SThM with a high temporal and spatial resolution (milli-to microsecond thermal time constant and nanoscale lateral resolution). [3] SThM in a broad sense is based on a thermally active or thermally sensitive probe placed on an AFM head where either laser-mirror-photodetector combination on cantilever or a piezoelectric cantilever is used to detect nanoscale deflections, thus sensing the tip-sample interaction force. [4] The SThM probe, a nanoscale thermocouple or resistor in most cases can operate in what is called the active mode, also referred as conductivity contrast mode (CCM), [5] or in the passive mode called temperature contrast mode (TCM), also known as sensing mode. In the active mode the probe acts as a local heater. It is heated up by an external source such as laser heating or an internal source through Joule heating and can be further subdivided into constant current mode and constant temperature mode. The passive mode refers to the case when the probe acts like a temperature sensor with minimal heating power dissipated. [6] SThM measurements can be performed both in contact and noncontact mode. In contact mode, a mechanical contact is established between the probe tip and the sample surface, while in noncontact mode the probe usually operates a few tens to hundreds of nanometers above sample surface. [7] One special case is when the SThM probe is used to measure materials' phase-transition temperature, mostly for polymers. In this scenario, the probe is in the active plus contact mode and monitors vertical displacement and temperature of the probe simultaneously. [8] After implementing careful calibration procedures, passive mode SThM (Passive-SThM) senses sample surface temperature distribution [9] and active mode SThM (Active-SThM) can be used to measure samples' thermal properties, such as thermal conductivity, k, and Seebeck Coefficient, S, as well as to perform surface lithography using special high temperature probes. [1b,9b,10] Manufacturing with scanning probes is not included in this review, which focuses on thermal measurements with SThM.
Introduction
At the beginning of 21st century, researchers started to dive deeper into the miniaturized world. In the fields of chemical synthesis, biomedical research, mechanical failure management, However, SThM still poses key challenges. One challenge is modeling the heat transfer between SThM probes and samples, especially in the transition to fully ballistic regimes for the heat transport across the tip-sample contact region. In these regimes, the diffusion heat transport equations cannot be used anymore. [11] Second modeling challenge is considering the near-field radiation mechanism for SThM, which may be critical for measurements performed in vacuum environment. [12] The third is a experimental challenge, quantitative thermal conductivity characterization by commercial systems is not widely available [13] due to the difference in temperatures between the probe and the sample [10c] coupled with insufficient implementation of effective calibration techniques for tip-sample thermal exchange parameters. Several calibration strategies developed by researchers are discussed here. Fourth, while new nanoscale thermal probes proved to improve the time resolution achieving less than 1 ms time response, [1c,2] multifunctional probes still need to be developed to enable simultaneous characterization of thermal and nanoscale, [14] magnetic, [15] chemical, [16] and mechanical properties, [15, 17] as shown by other SPM applications with multifunctional probes. [10c] Finally, despite its high temperature sensitivity, SThM is vulnerable to topographical artifacts, wear and tear, which leads to inaccurate results when a constant probe-sample thermal exchange resistance is typically assumed by heat transfer models. [18] The thermal conductivity imaged by SThM may not accurately reflect the sample thermal conductivity due to the artifacts originated from the tip-sample contact which are typically induced by sample surface roughness. [1c] The SThM with carbon nanotubes (CNT) as thermal tips [1e] provides superior sensitivity and enables reducing the topography artifacts. However, it has reduced performance when the tip wears, so artifacts-related problems may still need to be considered. [19] Thus, development of improved probe designs and batch fabrication technologies are critical to resolve topographical artifacts related problems and provide more reliable SThM characterization.
Compared to other SPM and traditional microscopies, SThM currently has several limitations. SThM techniques are not well adapted to image biological cells due to its slow scanning speed and are seldom used for operation under liquid environments, [20] unlike plasmonic thermal microscopy. [21] Additionally, compared to scanning joule expansion microscopy (SJEM) and polymer imprint thermal mapping, SThM signals were disturbed when measuring nanoscale temperature profiles around plasmonic antenna in heat-assisted magnetic reading. [22] Optical thermometry such as fluorescence thermal mapping and IR spectroscopy has the ability to penetrate different media with minimal perturbation and can be implemented in a wide range of applications. [23] However, SThM requires additional effort to develop matching qualities. [22] This review presents some novelties in comparison to previous ones. [10c,18a,24] On one hand it discusses some of the most recently published papers, between 2012 and 2019. Second, it focuses on an extended analysis of the fundamentals of the SThM, including calibration methods for the heat transfer parameters between the sample and the probe. Third, this review discusses the applicability of SThM to measure a variety of materials and devices, making SThM an emerging technique in areas such as electronics or biology. This SThM review is divided in specialized sections discussing fundamentals and the most recent updates. Section 2 briefly discusses the history and general principles of SThM and then covers details of key experimental components of SThM, including probes, electric bridge circuits, and system setups. Section 3 discusses four major heat transfer mechanisms that occur in ambient SThM, conduction through air, through water meniscus, and through solid-solid contact, and radiation heat transfer, with emphasis on air and solid-solid conduction. [25] Diffusive and ballistic air conduction regimes are distinguished depending on tip-sample clearance with respect to the mean free path (MFP), [3b] which are important for establishing accurate models for SThM. The singular and uniform contact assumption in solid-solid conduction was challenged, and an alternative decomposition to study solid-solid conduction was proposed. [26] Due to variety of SThM setups, one or more heat transfer paths may be closed or neglected. There is no established agreement on the dominant heat transfer mechanisms and several representative works will be discussed in this section. Section 4 reviews SThM calibration, which includes absolute calibration against reference materials and determination of sample thermal conductivity. [2] This section is divided into five parts, discussing the sample calibration, probe parameter calibration, and thermal exchange parameter calibration. Section 5 focuses on current major areas of applications, including measuring thermal properties of novel materials and devices and observing novel nanoscale heat transport phenomena. 2D materials are on top of the investigative interest list due to their unique thermal properties, [27] with key applications in microscale and nanoscale electronics. In recent studies, SThM has been used to measure different types of electronic devices, such as phase change memory (PCM) or resistive random-access memory (RRAM) that gathered attention as strong candidates for nonvolatile memory devices and for possibility of further memory miniaturization. [28] Nanoscale heat transfer phenomena due to electrocaloric effect (EC) and thermoelectric effect are also revealed by improvement of the characterization ability of SThM with nanoscale resolution.
Instrumentation of SThM

Brief History and Principle Operation of SThM
Since the late 1980s, Williams and Wickramasinghe [29] studied the scanning thermal profiler (SThP), which was at the origin of SThM. The working mechanism of SThP is almost the same as scanning tunneling microscopy (STM). However, a key difference is that a constant heat flux is used to maintain tip-sample distance (in SThP) instead of tunneling current (in STM). In this system, a nano-thermocouple was used as the probe and the temperature difference as the feedback mechanism for tip-sample distance. The spatial resolution achieved was a few hundred nanometers. The authors investigated both material properties and surface temperature. [29] In 1990s, SThM systems with simultaneous collection of thermal images and topography were established. In 1993, Majumdar, Carrejo and Lai [30] constructed a K-type thermocouple based SThM used for simultaneous mapping of surface temperature and surface topography. In the next few decades, more development of SThM techniques focused on new thermal probe tips. In 1994, Dinwiddie, Pylkki, and West [31] developed the metallic resistive Wollaston probe known for its wide applicability and high endurance. The SThM working system using thermistor probes is illustrated in Figure 1 . Microthermal analysis (µTA) [23a] and nanothermal analysis (nano-TA) were developed with new Palladium (Pd) on SiN x probes and doped silicon (DS) probes, being able to perform nanoscale thermal scanning at fast rate. [32] Common thermal probe sensing mechanisms are: Seebeck thermovoltage, [33] variation in electrical resistance, [7a,32,34] fluorescence, [35] or thermal expansion. [36] Table 1 shows a comparison of SThM probe types based on their sensing mechanism, including materials used for the probes, spatial and temperature resolution, thermal time constant, and other operating parameters.
The thermal probe is the heart of an SThM system that determines its capability, range of operation and quality of measurement. The most critical parameters of an SThM probe, whether it is a thermoelectric or resistive based probe, are the tip radius and probe material. Tip radius limits the spatial resolution [2] and also constricts the amount of heat transferred between tip and sample. [1b] The materials from which the probe tip is made directly affect the performance of SThM measurement, as they control the thermal transduction mechanism. SThM probes could be made compatible with systems that enable optical properties measurements when combined with IR. With different system setups, SThM probes demonstrated enhancing measurement capability. [9a,20b,42] These types of probes plus few more will be elaborated in the following sections.
Thermoresistive SThM Probes
Thermoresistive probes use a resistor as a thermal sensor, including metallic thin film, metallic bent wire, or highly doped semiconductor resistor probe. Platinum (Pt), platinum alloy (Pt90/Rh10), and palladium (Pd) are the materials typically used for metal-based thermoresistive or thermistor probes due to its high temperature coefficient of resistivity (TCR) and high resistivity. Semiconductor probes are usually made of silicon. [18b,38e] 
Principle of Thermoresistive Probe
Passive-SThM: To measure the probe electrical resistance, a current small enough to neglect the probe temperature rise due to self-heating effects is passed through the probe. The heat flow from a heated sample to the probe increases the probe temperature and its electrical resistance (R p ) changes, as shown in the following equation
where R p (T) is the probe electrical resistance with temperature changing from T 0 to T and R p0 is the probe electrical resistance at reference temperature T 0 . Passive-SThM is applied for measuring in-plane temperature profiles in micro/nanoelectronic devices. Its application includes providing a precise localization of "hot spots" in microchips, the regions in which excessive heat generation is generated by the electric current. [43] Passive-SThM could be a useful technique to identify the narrowing of interconnect lines due to fabrication errors or electromigration, while it also provides the diagnosis of on-chip resistive elements. [18a] Active-SThM: In Active-SThM, the probe is heated up. Direct or indirect methods can be utilized to heat up the probe tip. The direct method employs Joule heating by current flowing through the probe. [1g,9d,38k,l,44] In the indirect method, a separate heater is used to generate heat which is delivered to a tip fabricated from high thermal conductivity (k) materials. [45] In the direct method, an effective Joule heating can be generated in the probe by a larger AC/DC current going along the probe. This method is typically used for thermal property measurement of different materials. The heat flow goes from probe to the sample. The temperature of the probe changes depending on the thermal properties of the sample. The probe temperature rise is monitored from the change of its electrical resistance for thermistor probes, as seen in Equation (1). The experiment can be performed in two conditions: constant-current or constant-temperature probe. In the former mode, the power applied to the probe is kept constant during the experiment while monitoring the change of probe temperature. The latter mode uses a feedback loop to maintain the probe temperature while altering and recording the applied currents during scanning. It is useful to investigate the heat transfer from the sensor tip to the sample due to its dependence on sample local thermal conductivity. Hence, Active-SThM can be applied to characterize the uniformity and novel thermal properties of materials, especially for micro/nanoelectronic systems. [1i] In active mode, the sample can also be locally heated to investigate thermal properties including SJEM, dynamic localized thermomechanical analysis method, [46] to locally melt the sample or for nanolithography. [47] DC and AC Heating SThM Operation: Heating and sensing with the thermistor probe can be performed by DC, AC or a combination of AC and DC modes. [18a] In most Active-SThM, just DC current is enough to heat the probe. Analytical heat transfer modeling of DC probe heating is a useful method for quickly reducing and easily interpreting experimental data. [48] However, the more advanced AC mode provides opportunities for lock-in measurements with high signal-to-noise ratio [49] and the combination of AC and DC might provide more stable measurements for high-current heated samples. [13] For example Gomès et al. [50] sensed temperature rise of AC heated integrated circuits by DC powered Wollaston wire probes. Active-SThM Using 3ω Method: A special active-SThM method combined with the 3ω method (3ω-SThM) is briefly described here. In short, when AC current with frequency ω is applied on a resistor, a Joule heating component occurs at the second harmonic frequency 2ω leading to a resistance alternation at 2ω. The voltage drop across the resistor equals the product of resistance at 2ω and applied current at ω, having a measurable 3ω component that is directly proportional to the AC temperature of the resistor. [47b] The 3ω method was originally applied to heaters micropatterned on bulk and film on substrate samples [51] and is quite popular owing to its controllable heat delivery and high signal-to-noise ratio. [47b] The 3ω signal can be measured by a lock-in amplifier along with a Wheatstone bridge circuit. [48b,49,52] The 3ω-SThM can be used for mapping temperature and thermal conductivity. [44c,53] 
Wollaston Wire Probes
The very first resistive based thermal probe was designed by Pylkki et al., [31, 54] shown in Figure 2 . Its development benefited from the thin wire drawing technique proposed by Wollaston et al. [55] The drawing technique provides a 5 µm diameter Pt90/ Rd10 coated with a 70-75 µm silver shell. The wire was bent into a U-shape cantilever, then the V-shaped tip was electrochemically etched to expose a 200 µm segment of the platinum alloy core as the resistive element of the probe. An aluminum tape was attached to the cantilever as a mirror that reflects a laser beam onto a photodetector. The probe characteristics were documented as ≈5 N m −1 cantilever spring constant, TCR of 0.00166 K −1 , and time constant of 200 µs. [52b,56] Achieving a 0.5 µm lateral spatial resolution at that time was a breakthrough of diffraction limited resolution of optical methods as well as enabling scanning across nonconductive sample surface, which was not possible by STM. Wollaston wire probes had major contributions on thermal contact investigations between probe and sample. [9b,47b,57] However, its limitations were also apparent. The spatial resolution was far from nanoscale and the fabrication process was difficult to adapt for batch fabrication, with significant variations between each probe, making probe characterization a necessary step before SThM experiments. [24] Therefore, the paths for improving the spatial resolution and the ease of fabrication of resistive thermal probes inspired from Wollaston wire probe went two ways. One was making smaller probes or attaching materials on tips with smaller sizes, for example a diamond attached Wollaston probe, [45] or a cantilever with a complete Pt probe by mic rofabrication. [34b,c] Another path was distributing a large aspect ratio thermoresistor on a materially heterogeneous support to assure unidirectional heat flow to sample, such as Pd or nickel chromium (NiCr) thin film probe and CNT probe. [1e]
Probes of Shrinking Size
Downsizing the Pt or NiCr thermoresistor by batch micro or nanofabrication, specifically through a series of low pressure chemical vapor deposition (CVD), micromachining, and electron beam lithography [33g] on 500 nm thick Si 3 N 4 , enabled a 100 nm spatial resolution thermistor probe as the tip dimension reached nanoscale, [59] as shown in Figure 3 . [60] Commercial probes with Pd as core element, known as Kelvin nanotechnology (KNT) probes achieved sub-100 nm spatial resolution and 0.1 K temperature resolution. [61] Basic specifications were 0.35 Nm −1 spring constant, TCR of 0.0012-0.0016 K −162 , and ≈5 ms per point time response. [38f,63] However, the probe design also brings a thermally induced cantilever deflection artifact caused by thermal expansion in different probe-cantilever materials. When SThM operated with a feedback loop that maintained constant force or distance just like AFM, this false cantilever deflection would disturb experimental performances for both active and passive operating modes and might generate inaccurate results, even damage the probes. Zhang et al. [63] revised the probe and cantilever design to compensate for this Adv. Funct. Mater. 2019, 1900892 Figure 2 . A Wollaston probe imaged under scanning electron microscope (SEM). Reproduced with permission. [58] Copyright 2011, Scientific Research Publishing. Figure 3 . SEM image of Pd on SiO 2 probe. Reproduced with permission. [60] Copyright 2011, American Institute of Physics.
thermally induced cantilever deflection by a metallization groove that provided a mechanical balance and similar spring constant. A Pt thin film was also used as heat source by Hirotani's group to develop the CNT probe. [38c] CNTs are well known for high thermal conductivity, outstanding hardness, durability, and nanoscale tip radius (≈50 nm). A cylindrically rolled carbon sheet of sp 2 hybridization was attached from a suspended Pt thin film shown in Figure 4 . The Pt thin film controls heat flux and quantitatively determines surface temperature by a methodology similar to what was introduced in null-point SThM (NP-SThM) described in Section 4.5.1. [64] The sample temperature was deduced from 1D heat conduction equation seen in ref. [38c] .
A recently proposed batch-fabricated nanoscale probe using a focus ion beam (FIB) method produces an integrated piezoresistive force sensor with the SThM probe that allows operation without the need of the photodetector instrumentation in SThM. [38i,q] For thermal sensing, a Pt or Cr/Au thin metal filament was deposited on/grown from a silicon cantilever by a modified FIB method after consecutive lithography and chemical etching processes defined the rest of the probe. An scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of the piezoresistive probe is shown in Figure 5 . [38q] The thermal resistor, Wheatstone bridge, and piezoresistive sensors were all integrated on the probe. The deflection of the cantilever would be detected by the resistance change of the piezoresistive sensor. Discarding the photo detector and laser emitter was advantageous for operating SThM in vacuum environment. [9d,37,65] This helped to precisely control the cyclic load force that prevents probe deterioration and sample surface damage, and for eliminating the induced thermal drift of the probe signal with 37% reduction in the maximum measurement error. [66] High piezoresistive deflection (257 µV nm −1 ) sensitivity, probe sensitivity, and ease of calibration using the double scan [39f ] along with sub-100 nm tip radius empowered nanoscale temperature quantification and localized heat generation. [67] Adv. Funct. Mater. 2019, 1900892 Another fabrication strategy was proposed by Hatakeyama et al. [68] to facilitate low-cost massive probe manufacturing. Figure 6 shows an SEM image of this probe. It consists of a fourterminal gold on AFM cantilever supported by a glass holder on bulk silicon with a 100 nm Pt pyramid tip, which was produced with conventional contact lithography and micromachining.
Doped Semiconductor Resistor Probes (DS Probe)
A special category of thermoresistive probes is doped semiconductor (DS) resistor probes and heaters. Silicon nanoprobes were originally developed for the Millipede device International Business Machines Corporation (IBM) [44d] for data-storage devices and high-speed nanolithography, [69] and then the probe design was used in SThM setups to measure sample temperature. [9d] This kind of U-shaped cantilever consists of a high doped semiconductor region as the cantilever and the low doped tip region as the sensor. A conical tip with ≈10 nm curvature radius and micrometric height was fabricated on top of the lower doped resistive element. Nelson and King [38j] designed the silicon probes with pyramidal tips as illustrated in Figure 7 . It is noted that additional information is required for the variation of the electrical resistance versus temperature because of their nonlinear relationship. Further enhancement of DS probe performance includes improved thermal insulation, [70] additional Pt layer to enable thermovoltage measurement, [71] and multimatrices of microcantilevers. [38o,72] A review of its applications and some examples are given in ref.
[47a].
In summary, the main advantages of thermoresistive probes are that no specialized devices are needed, just simple DC/ACcurrents and/or Wheatstone bridges are enough to measure accurate results. In addition, it is very easy to use them as a heat source. For example, an SThM probe with a resistive Si heater can be used to precisely lithograph the surface in nanoscale. [73] 
Thermovoltage-Based Probes
SThM thermometry can be based on thermovoltage generated at the joint between two dissimilar electrodes due to thermoelectric effects. [29, 30] Thermoelectric junctions can be built between the sample surface and the tip in noncontact such as in the tunneling thermometry [34d,54,74] or by a point contact thermocouple formed between the probe and sample. [75] Both methods require a conductive sample surface or a conductive coating being applied on samples, thus applications are limited. More versatile thermovoltage methods include the use of thermocouples at the probe tip using the Seebeck effect. [18a] The history of this method can traced back to 1986, [29] but its purpose was not mainly for temperature profiling and required the samples to be conducting. Majumdar et al. [30] developed the wire thermocouple AFM probe which could be applied with nonconducting and conducting samples. However, the signal was strongly disturbed because it was dominated by air conduction between probe tip and sample. Later methods to mitigate air conduction influence were developed by Shi et al. [1b] and Luo et al. [33b,e] by reducing the thermocouple junction size and replacing the wire thermocouple by a thin film with lower thermal conductivity, respectively. Thin film thermocouple probes were further optimized by a nanofabrication method developed by Weaver and co-workers. [33g,76] Further size reduction of the probe thermocouple including the wire junction tip and cantilever not only enhance the spatial resolution due to a Adv. Funct. Mater. 2019, 1900892 Figure 6 . SEM image of the top view of the probe that includes a SiN x cantilever and a sharp Pt wire tip. A four-terminal thermal element sits directly above the pyramidal tip apex. Reproduced with permission. [68] Copyright 2014, Institute of Physics (IOP) Science. smaller tip radius but also significantly improve time response due to a smaller heat capacity. [2,33g,76a,77] Active-SThM thermocouple mapping of thermal conductivity was first proposed by Oesterschulze et al. [78] in which a coaxial thermocouple mounted on STM was heated by an external laser-beam. Roh et al. [39d] powered the thermocouple probes with an AC current of angular frequency ω to measure thermal conductivity with higher spatial resolution. The alternative temperature of the heated thermocouple at 2ω was directly measured by the induced Seebeck voltage. This method is believed to have several advantages than the thermoresistor probe. First, the heating is localized at the very tip of the probe and second, using the low-thermal conductivity material for the cantilever results in a good thermal insulation of the probe tip. To test this method, Roh et al. [39d] scanned a gold wire with 2ω, 3ω, and DC laser heating. It was found that the 2ω signal was able to distinguish between the thermal properties of the gold heaters and Pyrex glass, as shown in Figure 8 , while the contrast disappeared when using 3ω mode. This is due to averaging along the probe in 3ω mode, which is not sensitive in this setup. Thiery et al. [79] investigated the thermal contact conductance (0.6-10 µW K −1 ) of different thermocouple dimensions and contact materials in active mode.
Later, Kim's group developed the double scan method [39f ] and NP-SThM [64] with thermocouple probe junctions. More recently, Kim et al. [37] used SThM implemented in ultrahigh vacuum (UHV), which has the capability of quantitatively mapping temperature fields with high spatial resolution for thermocouple-based probes. Bontempi et al. [80] attached an S-type thermocouple on the quartz tuning fork (QTF) shown in Figure 9 to replace the optical deflection detection unit of SThM, where shift of natural frequency of QTF could indicate the moment of contact.
Although the predecessor of KNT probe (Pd based thermoresistive probe) was based on thermovoltage methods, the thermocouple probe has not been commercially produced. [32,33g] For both the thermocouple probes and thermoresistive probes, one of the major issues of temperature measurement is the cooling effect occurring between the probe and the sample that is measured. In this scenario, the sample temperature may be affected by the measurement. Moreover, the measured Adv. Funct. Mater. 2019, 1900892 temperature from the probe is considered many times as the true sample temperature. However, this approximation is not accurate due to the presence of the thermal contact resistance (thermal exchange resistance) between the probe and the sample surface, [1b] which will be explained in Section 3 and 4. Several calibration methods have been proposed to take this into account, for example the NP method [64] (Section 4.5.1) for temperature sensing and intersection methods [7a] (Section 4.5.2) for thermal conductivity measurement. This discrepancy between the sample temperature and the tip temperature should be carefully considered but it is often neglected in SThM.
[10c]
Other Types of SThM Probes
One major issue for thermoelectric and thermoresistive probes is that if the sample material is electrically conductive, probes may change the state of the sample when operating in contact mode. [24] Also it is hard for these types of probes to be used in liquid environment because strong electrical conductivity of liquid leads to distorted probe signals. [24] Thermal expansion based bilayer probes and fluorescent probes could solve these problems. In addition, a few other thermal effects can be implemented in the development of new SThM probes.
Thermal Expansion Based Bilayer Probes
Thermal expansion based cantilevers and probes are composed of two thin films sandwiched on top of each other and benefited from the thermal expansion difference of dissimilar materials. The significantly different thermal expansion coefficient between the top and bottom materials causes a temperature dependent deflection of the cantilever. First in 1994, bilayer microcantilevers made of Si-Al materials were selected by IBM to measure the solution temperature in several chemical reactions. [81] In the next year, Majumdar's group used the similar kind of probes to scan sample surfaces. [36] Recently, a bilayer subcantilever was fabricated at the tip of a standardized cantilever using FIB. [38d] It is stated that this operation can guarantee to synchronously record the surface topography and temperature through the detection of the deflection at two distinctive frequencies. This kind of approach is helpful in noncontact Passive-SThM but the resolution needs to be improved. The same principle of thermal expansion induced cantilever deformation was tweaked by McConney et al. [10b] who demonstrated an asymmetrical bimorph thermal probe that produced lateral deflection. The method was named scanning thermal twisting microscopy (STTM) that uses a tip with a radius of 5 nm and achieves a temperature resolution of few mK. The working principle and a comparison of STTM with normal bilayer cantilever are shown in Figure 10 .
Fluorescent SThM Probes
The photointensity ratio between two adjacent fluorescent nanoparticles or nanoribbons is temperature dependent. Based on this principle, researchers glued erbium ion doped fluoride material on traditional AFM probes and developed a novel SThM probe for temperature sensing. [35a,b,41a,b] A recent investigation reported that the Er 3+ /Yb 3+ fluorescent nanocrystal glued on the top of a tip has high and low intensity peaks at 540 and 520 nm wavelength, respectively. [41c] The SEM of a fluorescent probe is shown in Figure 11 . [82] The temperature can be then calculated from the following equation
Adv. Funct. Mater. 2019, 1900892 Figure 9 . Thermocouple probe integrated on a quartz tuning fork (QTF). The arrows point out to the thermocouple junction, which is made of Pt and Pt-Rh10% wires with a tip diameter of ≈1.27 µm. Reproduced with permission. [80] Copyright 2016, American Institute of Physics. where I 520 and I 540 denotes intensities at the two wavelengths, T s is sample temperature, A and B are calibration parameters. A self-heated Pt nanowire was scanned with this tip, and a spatial resolution of less than 200 nm was demonstrated in ref.
[41c]. The other advantage of fluorescent SThM probes is that they were able to operate under liquid environment thanks to the strong penetration ability of light. [20a] 
Superconducting Quantum Interference Device (SQUID)
From Halbertal et al. [83] this superconducting junction probe shown in Figure 12 utilized the temperature dependence of critical current in superconducting matters. The authors chose a Pb superconducting junction, also called Pb SQUID, as the probe tip with 23 nm tip radius. The thermometer SQUID on tip (tSOT) was able to perform noncontact scanning to sense power dissipation as small as 40 fW in Nanoelectronics with spatial resolution down to 400 nm and less than 1 µK Hz −1 temperature sensitivity. The results from this group revealed the strong potential of this probe, opening up new possibilities for exploration of quantum effects such as Nernst effect [84] using tSOT.
Thermoacoustic Effect
Majumdar et al. [2, 85] proposed a SJEM in the 1990s to measure material dilation caused by a sample integrated resistive heater. A standard AFM was used to localize the sample surface heated by Joule heating. With a thermal expansion coefficient nearly 10 −5 mK −1 , the minimal dimension of sample needs to be a few tens of micrometers enabling the probe to detect the thermally expanded sample. Cretin et al. [86] selected a similar technique for directly modeling both thermal and thermoelastic fields by finite element analysis (FEA). It is worth noting that knowing the geometry of the sample is required before the experiments starts. In AFM-IR spectroscopy (AFM-IR) [56b] an IR pulse is applied by a pulsed source apparatus [56b] or more practical a table-top IR source. [87] For such process, the sample absorbs radiation that can be detected and analyzed according to the excitation frequency or frequency bands. The thermal expansion phenomenon resulting from the short IR pulse heating makes the AFM tip unsteadily in contact with the illuminated sample, and the cantilever then begins oscillating. The signal is amplified when the heating frequency approaches the cantilever natural frequency thus the resonance of cantilever can be used to filter frequency response. Such a technique can be used for spectroscopic analysis of the sample or to perform spectroscopy involving heating. It has extensive applications in biology, such as for detecting virus location in cells. [88] 2.6. Measurement Devices
Measurement Bridges
To accurately capture the electrical signal and minimize the noise-to-signal ratio, measurement bridges are introduced and widely used today. There are four major types of instrumentations with different specializations and limitations. The classical Wheatstone bridge (Figure 13a ) is widely used for thermal resistance measurements and was first developed over a century ago. [32, 89] Four resistors, including the variable resistance probe, and a potentiometer are used for pre-experiment compensation are needed to operate the SThM system. However, the main disadvantage is that it cannot be applied to a fourcontact probe arrangement, which would provide more accurate probe resistance measurements. The transformer-isolated Wheatstone bridge ( Figure 13b ) was developed to reduce the electrostatic force between the probe tip and sample, which has great advantage when measuring micro and nano electronic devices. [32] The Kelvin bridge ( Figure 13c ) was proposed originally to measure low resistances, [90] where the resistor requires a multiple-point contact, but low sensitivity and high noise was reported on SThM. [22] In order to solve this problem, the Modified Wheatstone Bridge was designed by the replacement of the regular voltage difference measurement with that of the amplified probe voltage (Figure 13d ). It is shown that Reproduced with permission. [82] Copyright 2012, Springer Nature. Reproduced with permission. [83] Copyright 2016, Springer Nature.
the modified version has higher measurement sensitivity than Kelvin bridges and the standard Wheatstone.
[38l]
Supporting Cantilevers
Micro cantilevers act as probe holders, heat sinks, force loaders, and contact indicators in SThM, similar to a typical AFM cantilever. The most common cantilevers are reflectors combined with a laser-photodetector unit, with some exceptions of novel integrated cantilevers, such as heated AFM cantilevers. [47a] Other potential cantilevers are aforementioned piezoresistive cantilever whereby its deflection was converted to resistance change of the piezoresistive sensor integrated in the cantilever along with other microcircuits. [38i,q] Another interesting idea of cantilever utilizes the mechanical dependence of natural frequency change of QTF as mentioned above. [80] Overall, recognizing the importance cantilevers play in thermal management of SThM system is imperative for proper cantilever selection or design optimization in the future.
SThM System Setup
The SThM can be operated in atmospheric conditions, as a standard AFM mode, using the configurations explained in Section 2.6 and some of the probes described in Section 2.5. However, there are other possible measurement setups as explained in this section.
Ultrahigh Vacuum-Based Scanning Thermal Microscopy (UHV-SThM)
To remove the parasitic heat transfer by air and liquid meniscus between probe and sample and to improve the spatial resolution of SThM, an UHV-SThM system operating in an ultrahigh vacuum environment was established. [37, 65] Hinz et al. [65] first proposed the quantitative UHV-SThM and Menges et al. [9d] used heated tip probes to make quantitative temperature sensing in vacuum. Then, this technique was successfully employed for quantitative nanoscale thermometry with high Reproduced with permission. [24] Copyright 2015, Elsevier.
temperature resolution (≈15 mK) and sub-10 nm spatial resolution. [37] Figure 14 shows the probe sensitivity when surrounded by ultrahigh vacuum. While ref.
[9a] shows that in air the sensitivity is highly dependent on the heated areas, however, in a UHV chamber (Figure 14 ), the sensitivity is almost unchanged for different heating areas. The dependence of sensitivity to heated area sizes might come from the contribution of the air mediated thermal transport, which indicates nonlocal temperature measurement. Further, the size of the liquid meniscus contributing to the thermal resistance might also limit the resolution of SThM.
To take advantage of near-field thermal radiation in UHV, an SThM operating within an STM has been developed by Kittel et al. [10a, 77, 91] A thermocouple-based probe is fitted at the very end of the tip and the device is positioned in a vacuum environment. In noncontact mode and in vacuum the setup is capable to perform near-field radiation measurements between the very tip and the sample. Examples include the detection of heat radiation from a thin film dielectric material by near-field SThM. [92] UHV is an ideal environment to eliminate uncertainties of multichannel heat transfer between tip and sample dominated either by solid-solid contact in contact mode or by radiation in noncontact mode. However, there are some limitations on UHV such as i) biological samples and other pressure sensitive samples are difficult to measure under UHV, ii) the expense of operating UHV is high and operation is difficult, and iii) in noncontact UHV, the signal from radiative heat transfer has large uncertainty and it is hard to conduct postanalysis. Alternatively, the noncontact in ambient condition is advantageous. It eliminates solid-solid heat transfer, operates without expensive setups, and it can measure any type of samples.
Liquid-Based Scanning Thermal Microscopy (i-SThM)
To extend the opportunities for SThM in biological materials, energy regeneration devices, and catalysts, the liquid immersion SThM (i-SThM) was first proposed by Aigouy et al. [35a] The principle to scan in liquid environment was to use fluorescent probes (Section 2.4.2) that monitor the optical intensity of the attached fluorescent particle. Tovee et al. [21,38r] later proposed a KNT probe was also feasible to operate in liquid environment as i-SThM. Its spatial resolution, around 30 nm, and thermal sensitivity measured by i-SThM is below that in the air. The authors found that liquid immersion SThM can make very stable thermal contact between the probe tip and the sample, removing the expensive UHV devices and the major disadvantages of ambient environment. [21] 
SThM Combined with Shear Force (FS)
By laterally moving the probe when in contact with the sample, both the normal force and the lateral shear force can be measured by cantilever deflection while the thermal resistance is [37] Copyright 2012, American Chemical Society.
measured through probe tip. Since the shear force and the thermal exchange parameters depend on contact area, FS-SThM unearth the nanoscale heat transport through solid contact between diffusive and ballistic regime. [93] However, FS-SThM strictly requires careful monitoring of synchronized probe holder and sample temperature such that the thermal response variation with time is minimized. Another source of uncertainty comes from the laser used to monitor the cantilever deflection, since it may disturb the probe temperature. [94] 
SThM Combined with IR Spectroscopy
Spatial resolution of far field infrared spectroscopy is limited by laser's diffraction wavelength. An alternative route is to use IR heating to induce a local temperature difference on probe or sample. When IR heats the sample, SThM can be used to measure the temperature rise that correlates to the IR absorption of the sample [95] as seen in Figure 15 . On the other hand, when the probe is heated the setup can be used to measure the sample thermal conductivity. In the former case, however, the SThM signal is strongly interrupted by direct probe heating inducing background signals. [42] Quantitative SThM usually has limited scanning area. When it is combined with IR spectroscopy's large scanning range, the general high temperature region could be easily located by IR spectroscopy and then exact hot spot location could be detected by SThM. [96] The outcome will have high resolution results over a large area that is desirable in hot spot detection in microelectronics.
Heat Transfer Mechanisms
The spatial resolution and sensitivity of SThM techniques are highly dependent on the heat transfer mechanisms between the thermal sensor and the sample. The thermal exchange resistance between the probe and sample can be summarized in the following equation assuming that the heat transfer mechanisms are independent. [ R . The thermal interaction between the probe tip and sample are in fact more complicated than what Equation (3) depicts since additional thermal resistance occurs across heat transfer channels due to their distinctive temperature gradients. The assumption of independent heat fluxes is a simplification of the multidimensional heat transport behavior, where its validity and significance could be addressed in the future. Figure 16a shows a schematic diagram of heat transfer resistance/path of the whole SThM system in the active (left side) and passive mode (right side). Figure 16b shows the detailed heat transfer mechanisms between the probe and sample in active mode, which can be also applied to the Passive-SThM when the heat flows in the reverse direction.
Air Conduction
If SThM measurements are not carried out in a vacuum environment, the air conduction around probe and sample becomes important. The effective heat transfer coefficient between probe and surrounding air h eff and also the air gap thermal conductance G air between the probe and the sample must be taken into account. Table 2 summarizes the h eff and G air as obtained experimentally and numerically. [9d,38e] When the probe works in noncontact mode and the distance between the tip and sample is larger than the air MFP, Fourier's law describes heat transfer through the air gap. However, if measurements are performed in contact mode or noncontact mode, and the distance between probe surface and sample surface in certain regions of the probes is smaller than air MFP then the ballistic regime should be considered. This means that the continuum assumption is not appropriate in the tip region and Fourier's law cannot be used. Thus, some methods have been provided to solve this problem. One approach uses an effective thermal conductivity to replace the bulk thermal conductivity of the air. This method was first provided by Shi et al. [1b] who fully described the air conduction between the probe and the sample. The h eff deduced from the effective air thermal conductivity in 1D heat transfer model can be expressed by the following equation
where k air is the effective thermal conductivity of air, δ(x) is the tip-sample distance, and x is the coordinate along the probe. Several investigations take the relationship between k air , temperature, and MFP into account to obtain the h eff . [33f, 100] More accurate but complex methods such as direct simulation Monte Carlo [101] and a quasi-ballistic heat transfer model [102] were developed to evaluate the subcontinuum conduction.
Adv. Funct. Mater. 2019, 1900892 Figure 15 . SThM-IR experimental instrumentation for ALICE IR laser, where I 0 is the current directly related to the IR intensity. Reproduced with permission. [42] Copyright 2015, IOP Science.
Water Meniscus
When the probe tip contacts the sample surface in humid air or atmospheric conditions, a water meniscus is formed between the tip and the sample. As a consequence, the heat also transfers across this water meniscus. Majumdar's group [33b] first suggested the dominance of water meniscus conduction among heat transfer mechanisms of probes with thermocouple tips based on the Kelvin Equation (5) 2
where G w is thermal conductance through water meniscus, k w , is the meniscus thermal conductivity, and S s is a shape factor as the function of tip-sample separation, meniscus width and angle of apex occupied by meniscus. However, in this work the authors did not consider the thermal resistances of probewater and water-sample contacts. Shi et al. [1b] then revised and proposed that the interface resistances between the water meniscus and the probe tip can be significant and comparable to that of air conduction. Assy et al. [103] also took these thermal resistances into account and pointed out that G w does not dominate probe-sample interaction of Wollaston wire probes at any temperature in active mode. The reason is that the water meniscus thermal conductance is larger than 0.2 µW K −1 , which is much smaller than that of air conduction. [47b,57] The research shows that the water meniscus can be calculated through the capillary forces for various Wollaston probes. Afterward, Assy et al. [38a] investigated the temperature dependent capillary forces in nanoscale contacts using two different SThM probes (KNT probe from Kelvin nanotechnology and doped Si probe). The authors reported that the thermal conductance of water meniscus consists of 6% and 4% of thermal contact conductance of these probe-sample interaction, respectively. Gomès' group made a comprehensive experimental study of the influence of water meniscus and proposed the relation between capillary forces and probe temperature. The authors concluded that the contribution of water meniscus is just 1% to 3% of solid-solid conductance and various factors might affect the heat transfer through water meniscus depending on the roughness of surfaces, [104] relative humidity, [104] hydrophobic and hydrophilic surfaces.
[105]
Conduction Heat Transfer
Tip-Sample Exchange (Contact) Resistance
If the probe works in contact mode, the solid-solid conduction between probe tip and sample plays a great role. Shi et al. [1b] Adv. Funct. Mater. 2019, 1900892 proposed a 1D heat conduction model at the microscale for estimating the magnitude of solid-solid conduction and water meniscus conduction at the tip-sample contact assuming the heat transfer mechanisms are independent of each other. For measurements of micro/nanodevices with submicrometer probes, the contribution of air conduction reduces to a level smaller than that compared to the heat conduction at the tipsample contact and across the water meniscus. Theoretical calculation of thermal exchange resistance proved to be an efficient way to understand the heat transfer mechanism of nanoscale constriction. [106] Table 3 shows literature values for the thermal exchange resistance obtained from modeling and experiments. Typical results for the thermal exchange resistance are around 0.1-10 K µW −1 . Figure 17 shows the temperature and cantilever deflection of a thermocouple probe in active mode. The experiment is performed under ambient conditions and shows that the temperature reading depends on the vertical position of the probe. The cantilever deflection is represented by the upper plots and the corresponding probe temperatures are in the lower ones. The heat conduction across the tip-sample contact begins with the liquid meniscus and increases with the contact force. The liquid film thermal conductance was at most equal to 3% of solid-solid thermal conductance. Thus, it is obvious that significant heat goes through the solid-solid conduction instead of the liquid.
Interfacial Thermal Resistance
When heat goes through the solid-solid contact between two samples, the reflection of the heat carriers that occurs at the interface results in a thermal boundary resistance. [74a,106a,111] The thermal boundary resistance between mechanical contact interfaces can be calculated using the following equation The tip-sample solid-solid contact however is never ideal due to surface roughness, contact pressure, and mechanical properties of contacting materials. A realistic model of the solid-solid contact interface contains multiple asperities that are schematically represented in Figure 16 , and the smaller contact points between asperities bridge up the actual heat transfer paths. [47b] In ambient condition, the noncontacted regions are filled with liquid in air due to capillary condensation. Then the interfacial thermal resistance and the multichannel heat transfer through solid-solid contact can be regarded as nearly independent of contact quality when surface roughness of sample is less than several nanometers. [112] The heat transfer through multiple asperities and gaps needs to be analyzed separately depending on the these conditions: i) UHV, ii) extremely dry condition, iii) large surface roughness, or iv) when temperature at tipsample contact is close to or greater than boiling point of water, as the filling effect of water meniscus is reduced. When the asperities are distant away from each other, the procedure of macroscale half-space heat source solution can be used to obtain interfacial thermal resistance. [113] Persson et al. [114] introduced a phonon heat transfer model to give b th R when the roughness of solid-solid contact interface is small enough to be assumed as flat interface condition and when temperature at contact interface is high. If the radius of these heat exchange contact points is smaller than the phonon MFP of either probe or sample, nonclassical heat transfer effects must be considered instead of the classic diffusive regime. [11] Maassen et al. [115] claimed that Fourier's Law was still applicable in the ballistic regime by adapting the McKelvey-Shockley flux method [116] for heat transfer and phonon transport. The authors later proposed models that capture both diffusive and ballistic heat transfer based on Boltzmann transport equation. However, a more accurate approach was described by Gotsmann and Lantz, who analyzed the contact force dependence of quantized thermal contact conductance. The authors concluded that when the diameter of the heat exchange area is smaller than the transversal thermal coherence length (wavelength of thermal energy carrier in transversal direction), [117] the total thermal conductance at the interface can be expressed as the sum of each atomic contact conductance (G atom ) [26] /3
where k B is the Boltzmann constant, h p is Planck's constant, and T int,m is average interface temperature. The number of quantized modes N and transmission coefficient τ are obtained from mismatch models seen in refs. [74a,118] . The developed quantization model not only more accurately depicted quantum scale solid-solid contact thermal conductance but also enabled prediction of the number of contact points caused by multiasperities when load force and ss th R were known. Experiments to validate this theory were carried out with specific tips in doped silicon probes operating in UHV-SThM. [26] However, this thermal contact conductance quantization model was then applied and confirmed to only work with the nominal contact pressure ≈500 MPa to ensure the contact condition according to the as developed model.
Other related investigations have explored the phonon heat transport through a nanoscale single-asperity contact between the probe tip and sample. [119] 
Probe Thermal Resistance
The thermal resistance of the probe, p th R , and the cantilever, cant th R , are necessary to obtain the sample properties and highly depend on the probe parameters, including geometry, shape and material, as well as the environment. We take DS probes, KNT probes and Pt probes as examples. For DS probes, which have high aspect ratio and the heater is somewhat away from the end of the tip, they can be assumed to have uniform temperature along the probe tip length without temperature variation inside the tip. R are difficult to quantify. Alternatively, the FEA is another approach applied to obtain p th R for KNT probes in air, [1e,71] which lead to the results of 5.06 × 10 4 K W −1 . However, the authors did not describe the details of the FEA model. For the Pt probe, Assy et al. [121] carried out experiments in vacuum and p th R was estimated to be 5.2 × 10 5 K W −1 . The probe thermal resistance in active mode needs accurate Joule heating power values, which were calculated from probe's electrical resistance and applied current. However, the authors assumed that the Pt thermoresistor at the tip possesses two-thirds of the electrical resistance of the whole probe. The total resistance of these probes depends on the electrical resistance of the NiCr current limiters, which makes difficult to determine accurately the tip electrical resistance. Small variations in the electrical properties of the NiCr current limiters that result from the fabrication process might lead to a large deviation of the resistance ratio. Ge et al. [97] used probes without current limiters obtaining a more accurate determination of the Joule heating across the resistor tip.
Thermal Radiation
Radiative heat transfer for distances between objects greater than Wien's wavelength (about 10 µm at ambient temperature), namely far-field radiation is well developed. If SThM system is not in vacuum, the radiation heat transfer is often neglected [122] or included into the effective heat transfer coefficient. [18a] However, if the gap size is less than Wien's wavelength, the nearfield radiative heat transfer (NFRHT) occurs, and its behavior is not describable by conventional Planck's law due to dominating evanescent waves. [123] Shen et al. [124] proposed that when the distance is larger than 1 µm, the near-field radiation can be neglected regardless of the sample materials involved, since the near-field heat transfer coefficient calculated tends to be zero, as shown in Figure 18a . Figure 18 also supports that NFRHT for small gaps is able to go beyond the blackbody limit established for far field. [123] However, Cui et al. [125] showed only Reproduced with permission. [110] Copyright 2004, Springer Nature. Figure 18 . a) Calculated radiative h eff as a function of the distance between two parallel plates. The black dashed line is the asymptotic line at small gaps between two glass plates. Reproduced with permission. [124] Copyright 2009, American Chemical Society. b,c) Measured thermal conductance due to NFRHT between SiO 2 -coated probe (310 K) and a SiO 2 substrate at 425 K and between SiN-coated probe and a SiN substrate. The solid line is average conductance and the light color band is the corresponding standard deviation. The computational data are based on fluctuational electrodynamics. Reproduced with permission. [127a] Copyright 2015, Springer Nature.
limited NFRHT contribution to total thermal conductance of a single Au atom junction (due to dominance of conduction heat transfer), and validated Wiedemann-Franz Law's effectiveness down to the scale of single-atom contact. Investigations [12a,126] do concur that the radiative heat flux increases by orders of magnitude in near-field compared to the far-field. NFRHT is therefore imperative to be considered in vacuum conditions [12] and starts to affect the heat flow as soon as the distance between the two surfaces is smaller than the predominant wavelength.
[3b] A numerical study by Nguyen et al. [12b] demonstrated that heat fluxes of NFRHT not only changed with the distance between two surfaces (δ) but also they depended on the radius of curvature of the tip (R). The authors defined the width of the half-maximum of heat flux distribution on the sample/ substrate as the spatial resolution of NFRHT. A simple expression of this parameter was derived as it is proportional to Rδ when R was large and δ << R. Recently, several experiments have been conducted to better understand nanoscale radiative heat transfer. [127] Kim et al. [127a] used homemade SThM thermocouple probes to measure NFRHT down to two nanometers gaps. The authors noted a sudden rise of thermal conductance in the extreme near field between metal and dielectric surfaces, as shown in Figure 18b ,c indicating NFRHT increased dramatically when gap size got smaller than 10 nm. This experiment provided validation of a theoretical model developed based on fluctuational electrodynamics. Further investigation of extreme NFRHT for most materials and nanostructures were conducted by coating them onto the thermocouple probe.
In a different investigation Kittel's group pointed out that NFRHT measured between a probe tip coated with Au and an Au surface at distance of 0.2-7 nm was four orders of magnitude larger than what the theory of fluctuational electrodynamics predicted. [91b, 92, 128] Cui et al. [129] reported the measurement of near-field radiation for gap sizes between a thermocouple based probe and a heated Au sample from a few Å to 5 nm and operating in vacuum conditions. Based on this experiment, the authors indicate that the large discrepancy being observed between experiment and the predictions of fluctuating electrodynamics in some past reports [33h,130] might be due to surface contamination. This result will contribute to development of high-sensitivity measurements in the near-field radiative transport research.
In addition to fluctuational electrodynamics, there are other numerical methods used to simulate radiation heat transfer. The finite difference time domain method [131] mainly computes the heat transfer in arbitrary geometries with a statistical state. Thermal discrete dipole approximation [132] and the bulk field formulation of electro magnetism methods, which is an opensource and free software, implemented the frequency-domain volume-integral equation method of classical electromagnetic scattering [133] and include volume meshes modelling. The last numerical method is the surface-integral equation formulation of classical electromagnetism, which required less meshes compared to other numerical methods. [70] Understanding heat transfer mechanisms is essential to develop better calibration strategies, which will be described in the next section. The comparison between the measurement results and modeling is key to understand the underlying physics. To this end, a series of techniques and methods have been established to make the measured results of thermal properties and temperatures of samples more accurate.
Calibration Techniques
The calibration in SThM is defined as establishing the relationship between what can be collected and measured, e.g., electrical signals or mechanical feedbacks, and parameters like temperature and thermal conductivity. In this section, we divide the calibration methods into five parts. In the first part (Section 4.1), thermal resistance models that describe the heat flow across probe-sample interaction for both in contact and noncontact modes are explained. The second part (Section 4.2) describes how temperature of a heated sample is calibrated. In the third part (Section 4.3), we discuss different samples and devices that can be used to calibrate the probe signal. In the fourth part (Section 4.4), we discuss the calibration process related with determination of the probe related parameters such as its dimension, geometry, and temperature. The last part (Section 4.5) elaborates different methods to calculate the sample and probe interaction, i.e., thermal exchange resistance ( c th R ) and heat transfer radius (b) , also known as effective thermal exchange radius.
Heat Flow and Thermal Resistance Model
For all the SThM, the heat flow between the sample and tip is determined by the energy equation considering a sample, a thermal probe in contact or noncontact mode, and their interaction with ambient surrounding, as shown in Figure 16 . The heat flow between the probe tip and the sample Q s−t or Q t−s depends on the probe, sample thermal properties, and temperatures plus surroundings.
In order to better understand the heat transfer mechanism between the probe and sample, a thermal resistance model was first developed by Luo et al. [33e] in 1990s. Through the investigation of the probes, samples, and measuring methods, [1b,9b,10c,47a,57] the heat transfer mechanisms become more clear and comprehensive. The heat flow diagram is shown in Figure 16a and can be separated into the two cases listed below.
Active-SThM with Thermocouple or Resistive Probe In-Contact/Noncontact Mode
The probe acts as a heat source if it is in active mode. Q Joule is the total heat generation due to Joule heating of the probe or sometimes optical heating. [39d] The heat is dissipated through the sample, directly to the ambient and through the cantilever. The Q t-s is the heat flow from the probe to the sample, which could be used to determine the thermal conductivity of the sam ple. [1e,18a,33e,56b,57,60,95,106b,122,134] In the active mode, Q t-s can be expressed as For thin films and multilayer structures, the heat transfer across different layers and substrate must be considered. 1D heat conduction can be applied when the crossplane heat transfer across a film with thickness d that is sufficiently small and deposited on a semi-infinite substrate dominates. Then, the sample thermal resistance can be determined by the following equation [135] 1 4
where k f and k s represents the film and substrate thermal conductivities, respectively. The assumption of 1D crossplane heat transfer with a disc shape thermal exchange area is valid under certain circumstances. First, k f needs to be much smaller than k s to ensure that crossplane heat transfer dominates the overall heat transport inside the thin film. Second, the thermal exchange radius must be much larger than thin film thickness (b >> d) to guarantee a concentrated heat exchange area. The size of the probe affects the thermal exchange radius but as long as the above conditions are met, Equation (10) is valid. In order word, larger probes may be needed to measure thicker films on substrate. Equation (8)- (10) can also be used in noncontact mode. One should note the temperature distribution along the resistive probe needs further thermal analysis to obtain the T tip . Some other thermal resistances that should be considered include the path from the probe directly to the ambient, e.g., by using an effective heat transfer coefficient h eff related with the heat loss from probe to the ambient. The heat flow through gap Q gap between the cantilever and sample is typically insignificant compared to other heat losses and is neglected for both active and passive modes. [10c]
Passive-SThM with Thermocouple or Resistive Probe In-Contact/Noncontact Mode
According to heat flow diagram in Figure 16a 79] T tip can be determined through an energy balance to develop the expression of the heat transfer between the probe tip and sample. [136] The difference between actual sample temperature and measured probe tip temperature needs to be determined through two ways: i) a calibration process that determines thermal exchange parameters, i.e., c th R and b, that allows to quantify Q s-t [137] and ii) and a process that consists on nullifying Q s-t . [64,134c,138] When taking c th R into account, the heat transfer between the probe tip and the sample is always assumed to be through a disc-like area with radius of b. Figure 16b 
Calibration Samples
The self-heating calibration tests consists of using tiny metallic resistors on a membrane [139] or metallic lines that are heated by Joule effect [17a,18b,38e,69,85,130b,135,136,140] and that can be measured simultaneously with the SThM probes. The sample temperatures are independently measured through Johnson-Nyquist noise, [141] or using the TCR of the metal resistor lines, especially for Pt and Pd resistor lines due to their high TCR.
Probes Calibration
Passive Samples to Calibrate the Active Probes
The calibration is carried out using several bulk samples of known thermal conductivities from 0.1 to 100 W m −1 K −1 that correlate the signal of the probe with different thermal conductivities, as can be seen in Figure 19 . The average probe temperature T m is kept constant during the scanning, with varied currents, thus for each known conductivity sample, the relation between the change in probe power dissipation and the sample thermal conductivity is established. [142] Several researchers used similar methods to obtain the unknown thermal conductivity of samples from fitting their measurements with a calibrated curve similar to those presented in Figure 19 . [1g,142-143] Figure 19 shows that the thermal conductivity of reference samples measured by SThM experiments can be fitted as a function of the SThM signal using an analytical model. [1g,94,143b] Another calibration method for active mode SThM used reference samples with well-defined melting temperatures. [3a,38j,44d,144] The onset melting temperature measured by differential scanning calorimetry was regarded as the reference temperature used for the calibration process. However, the calibration techniques for SThM measuring polymeric materials' melting temperature still needs to be improved, since accurate calibration is hard to be achieved especially for commercially DS probes by this method. [94] 
Active Samples to Calibrate the Passive Probes
Since 1990s, calibration of thermovoltage-based probes first used a macroscopic stage with a Peltier module. [33e] In later years, hot-plate stages [32,33h,38p,49] were used to calibrate SThM signals. However, the probe tip size of SThM is smaller than the sample's active area, leading to calibration inaccuracies. To avoid heating the whole area, metal lines of variable widths were used for calibration purpose. [145] Another calibration method is Raman spectroscopy to determine a reference temperature, [146] but its large sensing area compared to the SThM tip leads also to inaccuracy. A different method employs a microfabricated stage with Johnson noise ref.
[140a] and requires an integrated thermovoltage-based sensor on the microstage.
Probe Parameters Calibration
The SThM probes available on the market have various tip sizes or shapes. The most precise method to determine the thermoresistive probe parameters is achieved by a frequency sweep based on the 3ω method to measure the amplitude and phase of the thermal signal during Joule heating of the probe with an AC current with angular frequency 1ω. [18a] The experimental magnitude and phase plot of the 3ω signal of the probe versus frequency, obtained in air, was fitted with heat transfer modeling equations using probe parameters as variables. From this fiting, one can determine for example the conductive filament length and diameter of a Wollaston probe. [52b] 3ω calibration was not only able to provide modelling parameters for Wollaston probes but for other thermoresisitive probes, like Pd probes. [147] Puyoo et al. [147] analyzed the Pd probe and showed the cutoff frequency was increased as the dimension of the probe becomes smaller. Therefore smaller probes are better for higher temporal resolution. Other thermoresistive probes could also utilize this calibration strategy to obtain high precision probe dimensions. [148] In all, the probe parameters, such as the tip sizes, shapes, resistivities, and effective heat transfer coefficient, can be calibrated by the analytical model. [60] For resistive-based probes, the accuracy of the probe temperature measurement can be improved by modifying the Wheatstone bridge, [38l,49] as explained in Section 2.6.1, and utilizing the 3ω method [52b] for the probes. For the DS probe, the nonlinearity between its electrical resistance and temperature makes its temperature calibration more complicated. [120] For thermovoltage-based probes, its temperature can be derived from the thermoelectric voltage. However, since the thin film embedded in thermocouple junctions have lower thermopower than bulk ones, the calibration of the probe temperature should be carried out before the measurement starts. [1b] 
Thermal Exchange Parameters Calibration between Tip and Sample
There are two parameters that are crucial to understand the heat transfer mechanism between the probe and sample, c th R and b. In this section, we will discuss how different approaches determine these parameters in two categories of SThM measurements, i.e., temperature sensing and thermal property characterization on sample.
Temperature Sensing Calibration
Due to the temperature difference between the probe tip and the sample surface resulting from the thermal exchange resistance, several calibration methods have been proposed.
The first method is monitoring heat flow between probe and sample, such as from picowatt heat flow calorimeter [137] or NP-SThM [64,134c,138] in order to reach zero Q s-t . The NP-SThM first developed by Chung et al. [64,134c,138] used two scans with and without contacting the sample. [138] By applying a range of power to the probe, the sample temperature can be deduced by interpolating the probe temperature where the Q s-t is equal to zero. Then the sample temperature will be the same with the probe temperature in contact mode. The double-scan technique [39f,134c] is used to obtain thermal contact signals by scanning twice the sample in both contact and noncontact modes with the 100 nm clearance between tip and sample. The difference between the two thermal signals is due to the heat transfer through the tip-sample and is used to extract the sample temperature. The data reduction procedure is using the shared thermal equation with different boundary conditions (contact and noncontact), where the subtraction between them eliminates the air conduction term in common. However, the results obtained with this technique are rarely repeatable. [97] Adv. Funct. Mater. 2019, 1900892 Figure 20 shows the measured thermal resistance and temperature profiles with different heating currents for a silicon nanowire. Knowing the temperature profile and using the heat transfer model allows the calculation of the nanowire thermal conductivity (≈25 W m −1 K −1 ) and nanowire-substrate interface thermal conductance per unit length (≈0.03-0.3 W m −1 K −1 ). Zhang et al. [19] proposed a novel tip-sample thermal exchange resistance correlation using numerical modeling for tip-sample clearances both in the diffusive regime and the transition regime to help calibrate temperature sensing by the ambient noncontact SThM. The resulting temperature measurements by the proposed calibration methods matched well the modeling results and TCR calculated sample temperature.
Recently, new calibration devices have been used to quantify the heat transfer between the tip and sample. New devices not only offer more controllable and uniform temperature distributions [136] but also act as a flux meter with rather high responsivity. [149] A good example is from Ge et al., [150] where a Si nanomembrane thermal detector was measured by a passive Pt probe to determine the thermal exchange resistance, c th R is 8.33 × 10 5 K W −1 , with the help of a heat transfer model.
Thermal Properties Measurement Calibration
Likewise, probe parameters can be determined by fitting experimental data with models, some other parameters like c th R and b can also be obtained from analytical modeling. Lefevre et al. [151] used fin heat transfer model in DC regime to deduce a simple correlation relating the thermal conductivity and probe currents or voltages and calibrate heat transfer parameters through the experimentally measured samples curves of 16 known samples. The authors concluded that experimental methods are more suitable to calibrate low thermal conductivity samples. However, c th R and b obtained by this method are the mean values based on the experimental data, which may lead to the inaccurate results. By solving similar energy equation in the AC regime, c th R and b can be obtained by measuring a set of samples with known thermal conductivity by using the 3ω method. It was concluded that the range of thermal conductivity reference samples should preferably cover the tested sample. [52b] One can also fit the experimental magnitude and phase of probe signals obtained from a frequency sweep. Thermal exchange parameters are determined by substituting probe parameters back to analytical expression. [52b,60,134b] In addition, Juszczyk et al. [71] and Puyoo et al. [38f ] calibrated a thermoresistive Pd probe using modeling to fit the experimental probe data in air and under vacuum environment. Similarly, Ge and co-workers [136] fitted modeling temperatures of thermoresistor probes made of Si with experiments to quantify tip-sample interaction through air. Some researchers used various samples to obtain c th R . As an example, Assy et al. [121] utilized two different probes (KNT and Wollaston probe) on two samples (Silicon and Ge) to calculate the c th R by nanoconstriction model. Zhang et al. [7a] developed intersection methods to obtain b by performing measurements of two bulk calibration samples under the assumption of invariant c th R and b for low thermal conductivity samples. Later on, Wilson et al. [62] extended this method to various samples in the thermal conductivity range from 0.3-1.1 W m −1 K −1 . Other methods are also used to obtain thermal exchange parameters. For example, Puyoo et al. [38f ] developed a calibration method using the Pd probe to determine c th R and b based on a step-conductivity sample. In this method, the probe scans across two neighboring areas of a patterned sample with different step heights and thermal conductivities. Then, b can be determined from the thermal signal profile occurring at the edge of the step between these two materials. In all, the assumption made by the above methods [7a,38f,52b,60,62,71,121,134b,136,151] is a constant c th R . However, c th R proved later to vary with the sample surface (the sample mechanical properties and roughness) [65,112b,152] and thermal conductivity. [65,111a,153] Wilson et al. [153a] provided an analytical expression for R c th as a function of various sample thermal conductivities.
Regarding calibration in vacuum environment, Hinz et al. [65] made an assumption that the thermal exchange resistance and b = b c does not change with the sample surfaces and used microfabricated thermistor tips in vacuum environment. In addition, the heat transfer between probe tip and sample was usually assumed to be 1D and thus the heat transfer area is modeled as a disk with the heat transfer radius b estimated by models from refs. [107, 121] . To date, the probe tip-sample heat transfer radius b has equivalent size with the tip radius of curvature by experiments [38e, 65, 121, 154] and the aforementioned calibration devices also helped in defining this parameter.
Considering different type of probes calibration, the above mentioned methodology [7,38f,62,71] can be applied to both Wollaston probe [7, 62] and resistive Pd probe. [38f,71] However, the highly Si-doped probe has limited performance for these calibration methods due to nanoscale size effects. In fact, the MFP of crystalline Si, about 300 nm, [155] is larger than the tip apex sizes of the doped Si probes. It is much more complex for nanotip calibration, since the macroscopic description cannot fully describe the ballistic transport between probe and sample. To compensate the lack of an appropriate model, Gotsmann et al. [156] analyzed in detail the local heat transfer from heated tips and the sample surface. The authors proposed the Mathiessen rule to modify the MFP from the bulk material that take boundary scattering into account such that current microscale models could work. The authors also suggested an analytical expression for simple geometries. [156] Shi et al. [154] provided a heat transfer model in nanoscale suggesting that an extra thermal resistance should be added to better reflect the heat transfer at probe apex for a DS probe. Apart from the novel strategy discussed in Section 3.3.2, the relatively new Si doped probes need more attention on calibration.
In summary, calibration is the only and crucial step to capture the absolute tip-sample thermal exchange parameters as accurately as possible, especially when SThM deals with nanoscale phenomena. While current calibration methods certainly make temperature sensing of the sample more accurate, these methods still cannot determine the true temperature of the sample (sample temperature without the disturbance of the probes) as discussed in Section 2.3. As micro and nanodevices do not always operate in vicinity of probes to constantly monitor their thermal states, there may be discrepancy between sample operating temperature and measured sample temperature. This might be a crucial problem for measuring nano hotspot on devices, which could lead to malfunction of these devices, and more attention is needed towards determining the true sample temperature. In the following section, we discuss specific applications where thermal maps at the nanoscale are relevant.
Applications
In this section, we review the use of quantitative SThM measurements for the exploration of 2D materials, thermoelectric materials, phase change materials, polymers, biorelated materials, and other thermal phenomena as shown in Figure 21 .
2D Materials
The rapid development of 2D materials enables progress in a wide variety of fields, such as thermal management, optoelectronics, or highly integrated nanoscale electronic devices, among others. [38b,158] In this section, we present measurements of the thermal conductivity (Section 5.1.1) and temperature maps (Section 5.1.2) carried out by SThM in different types of 2D materials and devices including graphene, silicon, transitional metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) devices, and hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) devices.
SThM Measuring Thermal Conductivity
Thermal measurements in graphene nanodevices require nanoscale spatial resolution and high sensitivity. Achieving such resolution is not always possible with techniques such as micro-Raman spectroscopy, with lateral resolution of ≈0.5-1 µm 159 and a relatively low temperature sensitivity. [160] SThM is considered a successful technique to determine the thermal conductivity, k, of graphene with different sample geometries. For example, the in-plane k of a residue free suspended graphene bridge was measured by NP-SThM with spatial resolution reaching 50 nm. [39g] The authors measured the temperature profile of suspended graphene bridges and fitted the 1D heat transfer equation to obtain k of graphene bridges. Hwang et al. [9c] also used NP-SThM to obtain the inplane thermal conductivity of suspended graphene disks whose radius ranged from 50 to 3680 nm. Their results also show that the increase of graphene size might make the ballistic resistance dominate the measured thermal resistance. Yu et al. [158c] obtained the temperature distributions of Joule self-heated graphene nanoribbons (GNRs) on silicon substrate by employing a thin film Pd resistive probe in dry Nitrogen environment with a spatial resolution less than 100 nm, as shown in Figure 22a . The probe was calibrated by Raman Spectroscopy, and using the 1D heat diffusion equation a thermal conductivity along the GNRs of up to 3800 W m −1 K −1 was estimated.
When graphene is stacked together, new thermal properties can be obtained. Pumarol et al. [109] directly obtained nanoscale thermal maps for single layer graphene (SLG) and few layer graphene (FLG) with about 50 nm lateral resolution using an UHV-SThM system. By a method similar to the twoscan method, [9d] the results show that an increasing number of layers can decrease the thermal conductivity of supported graphene. The measured in-plane thermal conductivities were around 920, 317, 205, and 65 W m −1 K −1 for 1, 3, 5, and 17 layers of graphene, respectively. [27] Another study by Menges et al. [38e] showed a reduction of both in-plane and crossplane k with rising number of graphene layers supported on SiO 2 and SiC substrates by SThM with 6 nm lateral thermal resolution and sensitivity of each individual atomic layers, as shown in Figure 22b . This work served as validation of the analytical models of thickness dependence of graphene thermal properties. Tortello et al. [161] linked the in-plane and crossplane k of graphene to its defectiveness, as proved through a comparative study of reduced graphite oxide flakes prepared in both conventional and postannealing way. Samples were investigated using a Pd thin film thermoresistive probe in the active mode. The results show that an hour of 1700 °C postannealing effectively reduces defects in reduced graphite oxidizes nanoplates and enhances their thermal conductivity. This group further explored thinner single flake of multilayer graphene (MLG) and FLG properties supported on silicon or silicon oxide substrates. They demonstrated similar effects due to post annealing on these samples with a spatial resolution of ≈20 nm. [162] A summary table of graphene k for different conditions measured by SThM is given in ref. [27] .
Gomès et al. [163] used SThM to study how the thermal conductivity of a mesoporous silicon thin film depended on the thickness and porosity. This film was used as an insulating element in integrated electronics. The results showed that the measured crossplane k of mesoporous silicon thin film was lower with increasing porosity, and it was strongly correlated to the film's nanometric thickness due to interfacial resistance effect. Another interesting effect in suspended 2D silicon materials was that the presence of native oxides change their thermal conductivity and thermal resistance in both in-plane and crossplane direction. [164] 
SThM Measuring Temperature
Temperature sensing allows the determination of the heating profile in 2D related devices and it is commonly an intermediate step to determine the thermal conductivity of 2D materials, as shown in some of the examples given in Section 5.1.1. [39g,158c] Choi et al. [165] used double scan technique to profile the temperature distribution around a local hot spot in graphene electronic devices deposited on oxidized Si and h-BN substrates and measured the thermal interfacial conductance and in-plane k of MLG. The results show that incrementing the thermal interfacial conductance and k can effectively decrease the hot spot temperature of devices made with a sub-10 nm gate dielectric supported by a high-thermal conductivity substrate. Unlike those reports for SLG devices fabricated on a Si substrate, NP-SThM measurements show that the temperature rise in flexible graphene devices is ten times larger. [112a] Adv. Funct. Mater. 2019, 1900892 Figure 21 . Overview of SThM applications with one example for each category. These applications will be elaborated in their corresponding sections in detail. Bio-related materials: Reproduced with permission. [8] Copyright 2011, Cell Press. 2D materials: Reproduced with permission. [38e] Copyright 2013, American Physical Society. Phase-change materials: Reproduced with permission. [146] Other than graphene, 2D materials such as transitional metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) [166] have been recently investigated in nanoelectronics. Determining how the energy dissipates in these devices is key to understand the limitations in their performance. [167] For example, Yalon et al. [158a] determined the thermal boundary resistance of MoS 2 on SiO 2 /Si substrate by Raman spectroscopy and validated the uniformity of temperature distribution of MoS 2 by SThM, as shown in Figure 22c . Similarly, SThM confirmed the temperature uniformity on artificially stacked graphene, MoS 2 and WSe 2 thin film devices which were discovered to possess ultrahigh thermal isolation. [168] When studying MoS 2 /WS 2 lateral heterojunctions and single layer MoS 2 grain boundaries using SThM, Yasaei et al. [169] observed nonuniform heating at MoS 2 grain boundaries that indicated nonuniform current flow across them. They asserted that dislocations at MoS 2 grain boundaries can largely explain a local increase in Joule heating, while MoS 2 /WS 2 lateral heterojunctions did not induce localized heating.
In contrast, h-BN is a special class of hexagonal layered material with wide band gaps but high thermal conductivity. [158b] These properties make this 2D material ideal for electronic applications, where it could be used as a thin dielectric layer and to improve heat dissipation in devices. As an example, hot spots on a graphene device can be reduced at the maximal factor of 4.1 by coating it with another 2D layer of h-BN, which was demonstrated by double-scan based SThM. [170] In conclusion, SThM was proved to be a successful tool for measuring k of graphene and other 2D materials. It presents nanoscale spatial resolution and high sensitivity under different sample configurations. As the configuration of nanoelectronic devices are becoming more complex and seeking greater functionality over a limited size, the future SThM studies should perhaps focus on revealing the possible anisotropy of thermal properties in 2D materials and the temperature distribution across grain boundaries of 2D heterostructures.
Thermoelectric Materials
Thermoelectric materials can convert thermal energy into electricity, and vice versa. They can be used in energy harvesting devices to take advantage of the residual heat generated by a system to improve the overall performance or efficiency. The parameter to evaluate and quantify thermoelectric effects is called the figure of merit (zT = (σ·S 2 /k)·T), which is proportional to the electrical conductivity (σ) and the square of the Seebeck coefficient (S) and inversely proportional to the thermal conductivity (k) of the material. [18a] The ultimate goal for thermoelectric material synthesis is to increase the power factor, i.e., σ·S, [2] and to decrease the thermal conductivity, a material classically known as electron-crystal phonon-glass. Nanostructured materials reported an increment in the thermoelectric performance compared with the bulk ones, since the increase of phonon scattering and quantum confinement can be observed in these structures. [157c] SThM serves as a useful method to characterize nanoscale thermoelectric materials as it has already been used to acquire qualitative thermal conductivity contrast images or quantitative thermal conductivity measurements with sub-100 nm resolution. [10c]
3ω-SThM
3ω-SThM was applied to determine the thermal conductivity of several thermoelectric materials. As an example, the thermal diffusivity of Bi 2 Te 3 , a well-known thermoelectric material, was reported by Varandani et al. [171] using SThM combined with Parker's flash method. The thermal conductivity of ≈300 nm diameter Bi 2 Te 3 nanowires, shown in Figure 23 , and measured by 3ω-SThM method [38g,172] and high vacuum thermal scanning wave microscopy [173] was reported to be slightly lower than that of bulk. Further SThM measurements carried out by M. Muñoz Rojo et al. [172] showed that the thermal conductivity of Bi 2 Te 3 nanowires reduced more than 70% (from 1.78 ± 0.46 W K −1 m −1 to 0.52 ± 0.35 W K −1 m −1 ) when its diameter decreased from 300 to 25 nm.
Perez-Taborda et al. [174] reported Si 0.8 Ge 0.2 nanomeshes with thermal conductivity down to 0.55 ± 0.10 W m −1 K −1 and n-type Ag 2 Se film with 0.64 ± 0.10 W m −1 K −1 , being both obtained by 3ω-SThM at room temperature. Si and SiGe nanowires were discovered to have size effects on thermal conductivity at 50 nm and 480 nm diameters respectively, when measured by 3ω-SThM. [147b] Adv. Funct. Mater. 2019, 1900892 
Other SThM Approaches to Measure Thermoelectric Materials
Several other SThM techniques for thermoelectric materials are documented. Recently Ghaderi et al. [175] successfully implemented thermal conductivity measurements of nanoparticles and nickel-nanowires built in silica aerogels by Passive-SThM accompanied with hot disk transient plane source method. The technique used a Peltier heating stage with passive mode probe and could measure Seebeck Coefficient as well. In molecular scale samples, Kim et al. [176] demonstrated by UHV-SThM measuring temperature distribution that electrostatic control can simultaneously increase electrical conductance and Seebeck coefficient of molecular junctions in vicinity of Au-biphenyl-4,4'-dithiol-Au and Au-fullerene-Au junctions. Kempf et al. [177] compared thermoelectric nanostructured half-Heusler alloys Hf 0.25 Zr 0.75 NiSn 0.99 Sb 0.01 with great potential in waste heat applications. Before and after proton irratiation, the samples showed electrical and thermal conductivities to be reduced by 24% without changing the Seebeck coefficient. Similarly, SThM was used to carry out thermal conductivity maps in a both semiquantitative and indepth way for the cross-section of a proton-irradiated ZrC sample, by fitting a curve of known thermal conductivity materials. [178] As explained above, the combination of the 3ω method, which is a well-developed and quantitative method, with the SThM resulted in a successful technique for measuring the thermal conductivity of multiple thermoelectric materials. Yet enhancements could include subsurface scanning and higher spatial resolution.
Phase Change Materials
Nonvolatile memory devices, like PCM or RRAM, present excellent data retention, high read and write speeds, and low switching power. [28b] Additionally, RRAM have long-cycling endurance and good scalability. By reversibly switching chalcogenide materials between amorphous and crystalline states, the data storage of PCM produces considerable reflectivity changes to be employed by optical read devices, and electrical conductivity modulation for solid state devices. [28a] When the amorphous state, often referred as the high resistance state, switches to crystalline, i.e., the low resistance state, the devices undergoes a process called SET and the reverse one is called RESET. [28b,146] SThM can be used to measure the thermal properties of these states with high resolution. [2] 
Active-SThM Measurement
Saci et al. [179] investigated the thermal conductivity of phase change material, crystalline Sb 2 Te 3 nanowire (NW), along transverse direction by 3ω-SThM. The measured thermal conductivity value for the NW is 0.93 ± 0.1 W m −1 K −1 which is comparable to the reported bulk value. Bosse et al. [28a] used a commercial SThM in active mode to study the phase-change threshold and thermal conductivity of Ge 2 Sb 2 Te 5 (GST) thin film qualitatively and quantitatively. They determined that the thermal conductivity of GST in crystalline and amorphous state was 1.60 and 0.20 W m −1 K −1 , respectively. Battaglia et al. [180] measured the interfacial thermal boundary resistance between GST and SiN and the thermal resistance along the thickness of In 3 SbTe 2 crystalline nanowires using 3ω-SThM. The thermal boundary resistance between the phase change materials and heating devices was a significat contributor to thermal resistance and therefore affects the heat required to reach the phase-change temperature. [181] GST nanowire led to lower programming currents, which required a lower power for amorphization. [181] In 3 SbTe 2 nanowires having two times higher phase-change temperature than GST also exhibited by 3ω-SThM at least two times higher thermal resistance than the bulk material and thus could improve the scalability of PCM devices. [180] Additionally, in RRAM devices, Hinz et al. [65] determined the k of 3 nm HfO 2 to be 0.27 W m −1 K −1 during vacuum SThM in DC-active mode.
Passive-SThM Measurement
Yalon et al. [146] combined Raman thermometry and SThM operating in DC passive mode, to calibrate the surface temperature measurements of SThM in GST memory devices, as shown in Figure 24a .
High resolution SThM is able to map relative temperature profiles on electrical devices while Raman spectroscopy can determine the absolute temperature on materials that present Raman signature. The Raman temperature reading can be used to calibrate the actual SThM profiles. Fong et al. [182] applied the above technique on their dual-layer dielectric stack PCM composed of SiO 2 /Al 2 O 3 insulator and showed that a 60% reduction can be observed in the reset energy in comparison with Deshmukh et al. [145] measured the heating of conductive filaments in 5 nm HfO 2 RRAM devices by Passive-SThM, which was calibrated by self-heated metal lines. Datye et al. [183] used SThM and modeling to investigate the memory switching process of MoTe 2 devices.
As the memory devices scale down with the goal of optimizing their design and fabrication, the SThM can play a key role in investigating the thermal properties of the new materials and devices. However, when the hot spots or devices become smaller than the thermal exchange radius or when hot spots are located underneath the sample surface, the SThM data reduction would be challenged and more complex analysis of the probe signal should be carried out. [145] 
Biorelated Materials
Alternative SThM methods for investigating the heat transport in biological medium are needed in biomedical and organic material related research. Nakanishi et al. [184] found the glass transition temperature and linear coefficient of expansion of bacterial vegetative cells and spores by monitoring cantilever deflection during phase transition of cells. Assuming that the thermal conductivity reduces with the increase of heat applied, this group proposed an SThM method that holds constant cantilever and probe temperatures at near transition temperature to measure k of biological cells and spores. [185] Haeberle et al. [186] demonstrated that a Joule-heated cantilever was able to scan simultaneously the thermal conductivity and topography with tip-size spatial resolution samples like proteoliposomes, hairs and collagen. The transition temperatures of collagen and gelatin in Figure 21 in hydrated and dry environments were measured by Bozec et al. [8] The µTA monitoring cantilever deflection versus Wollaston wire probe's temperature showed different degradation characteristics of collagen and gelatin. This investigation supports applicability of SThM in biophysics.
Investigation of thermal properties of wood cells at microscale had also been addressed by SThM. [187] For wood materials, SThM was introduced to analyze the penetration of resin in wood structure and to measure the size of the resin and wood substrate interface. [187, 188] Xu et al. [187] imaged the thermal conductivity of red oak and rice straw cells, and later characterized thermal properties of oak fiber cell wall [189] and transition characteristics during carbonization of Quercus rubra wood fiber cell walls. [5] Their results proved the validity and potential of SThM in wood applications. Organic semiconductor CuPc layer was investigated by Active-SThM yielding to thermal conductivity in the range of 0.15-0.3 W m −1 K −1 that was determined from a calibration curve of known thermal conductivity materials. [143b] The immerse SThM (i-SThM) technique [38r] can conduct measurement in liquid environments. However, currently other microscopies dominate live sciences studies. Thus, improved i-SThM methods or alternative SThM methods that can work in liquid surroundings could become in high demand.
Polymer Materials
In most of the cases, polymers present low bulk thermal conductivities and are usually considered as insulators. However, when orienting their polymer chains properly, polymers can present higher thermal conductivities than bulk and thus can be used as thermal interface materials in microelectronics. [3b] These samples can also benefit from SThM measurements.
As demonstrated by Boutaous et al., [190] the melting temperature of bulk polymers depends on their microstructure distribution that is strongly correlated with processing history. By calibrating the probe tip temperature and cantilever deflection against curves of three known melting temperature samples, the authors determined that the higher crystalline structure leads to higher melting temperature. The thermal diffusivity of thin films of polyamide-imide could be scanned by flash method in TCM of SThM and their thermal conductivity in CCM of SThM. [191] Composites or laminates of polymers are [145] Copyright 2018, IEEE. also of great interest. Hongo et al. [192] explored the interfacial thermal properties of polymers blends, specifically between linear low-density polyethylene (LLDPE)/isotactic polypropylene (it.PP) and LLDPE/deuterated polyethylene (D-PE), by SThM, X-ray diffraction and Raman spectroscopy. In TCM and contact mode, the SThM carried out thermal scans along the interfacial direction and the characterization of the size of interfacial region and adhesive strengths versus temperature were obtained and validated by other two techniques.
Another kind of polymers, like the Azobenzene-functionalized polymers, show nonlinear properties. By measuring the temperature rise of thin films in free-standing state, the azo-polymer thin film was concluded to have increasing photoinduced heating when it is laminated by a larger phonon intensity. [193] Researchers also combined thermally conductive fillers into polymers and built thermal percolation pathways to promote internal heat transfer in the composites. The interfacial analysis between poly(vinyl alcohol) and Fe 3 O 4 filler by SThM in CCM showed the domination of the interfacial resistance in the thermal conduction and that the k of the composite increased when filler concentration was increased. [194] Reducing the dimensionality of the polymer can also contribute to modify the thermal properties of the sample. Muñoz Rojo et al. [157a] showed that the thermal conductivity of P3HT polymer nanowires measured by 3ω-SThM reduced as the individual diameter of the nanowires decreased and the polymer chain orientation changed. Figure 25 shows a topographic and thermal image of 120 nm diameter P3HT nanowires measured during this study.
Another interesting polymeric thin film that was studied by dynamic SThM is worth mentioning here. Alq 3 thin film is pioneer in the field of organic electronics, forming organic light emitting diode with effective heterogeneous structure. [38b] Both the active and passive modes of SThM were used to measure temperature and the 2D thermal conductivity distribution in the thin film. Proving the feasibility of dynamic SThM, Heiderhoff et al. [38b] also suggested a model that was capable to monitor film thickness variation in all thin films, i.e., metallic, polymeric, and even insulating.
In summary, the SThM's ability for spatially confine heating and high spatial and temperature resolution allows to better understand polymer thermal and structural properties as well as the interaction between different types of polymers that are mixed together.
Characterization of Other Thermal Phenomena by SThM
Jeong et al. [195] quantified nanoscale Joule heating during electromigration of nanowires using UHV-SThM. Their results showed electromigration beginning at temperatures considerably lower than the gold melting temperature and voids predominantly accumulating at the cathode contributing to both local hot spots and asymmetric temperature profiles.
EC is the temperature change in electrically insulating materials caused by the alternating electric field, which could be applied for solid-state cooling. Kar-Narayan et al. [1f ] demonstrated the capability of SThM to accurately capture the EC effect on a BaTiO 3 -based multilayer capacitor (MLC), as shown in Figure 26 . The reversible EC effect and Joule heating was explored by SThM measurements on 0.9Pb(Mg 1/3 Nb 2/3 )O 3 -0.1PbTiO 3 thin films. An experimental sequence method, similar to Figure 26 , was used. In the first step, an electric field was applied to generate EC heat that heated up the probe tip and slowly dissipated the heat to the surroundings at a constant field. When the field was removed, cooling occurred and as time passed, the temperature restored to the ambient one. A maximum temperature difference of 4.2 K was reached in 13 µm thick film. [196] The puckering effect is shown in Figure 27 , and is a nanoscale local frictional characteristic usually occurring in the substrate-film-tip system, which is coupled with a dynamic interfacial thermal response at the same time. Xu et al. [157b] proposed a new mechanical-thermal coupling effect in monolayer/bilayer MoS 2 and WS 2 films that was observed by SThM, namely the enhancement of thermal boundary resistance induced by puckering deformation. It is shown that the puckering effect is dependent on the scanning velocity and the film thickness.
Anomalous Nernst effect (ANE) is an effect in which a generated electric field can be observed in mutually normal direction to both the magnetization and the thermal gradient within an electrically conducting material when the magnetization and thermal gradient are perpendicular to each other. [197] SThM could investigate the thermal gradient component of ANE that specified the Nernst coefficient of the measured material. To illustrate nanoscale ANE characterization, the CoFeB/Pt NWs of 300 nm width were perpendicularly magnetized. With a transverse directional temperature gradient, an ANE voltage would be induced along the length of the NWs. The temperatures of CoFeB/Pt NWs were measured by passive SThM with doped Si probe. The calibration was done by approximately a linear fitting between the probe electrical resistance and the temperature measured by a thermocouple on a SiO 2 substrate identical to the one under the sample. This was assumed valid for sample temperatures between 25 and 60 °C. Next, temperature gradient obtained by SThM was applied to output Nernst coefficient. The development of this SThM technique will be promising to improve the accuracy of the Nernst characterization measurements in the future. [84] 
Conclusion
In this review we have covered the most recent developments of SThM and specifically emphasized the applications and enhancement of accuracy and resolution of this technique. We evaluated probe designs on critical parameters and performances and summarized new investigations of heat transfer mechanisms, especially on air conduction and near field radiation. We have also pointed out calibration strategies and their ranges of application, along with promising results from research fields where SThM, either commercial or homemade, is applied.
SThM applications concentrated on thermal conductivity and temperature characterization of 2D materials, thermoelectric materials, polymer materials, biorelated materials and phase change materials. Additionally, few other works focused on other thermal phenomena investigated by SThM such as electromigration, electrocaloric effects, anomalous Nernst effect and puckering effects. [157b] There are more potential areas where the high sensitivity and resolution of SThM can contribute to great progress. For example, the possibility of exploring nanoscale thermal properties of gene mutation process and profiling nanoscale electromigration [195] as a function of temperature in superconducting materials. SThM can also be integrated as a module onto well-established microscopy systems, by developing multifunctional probes that can measure sample's mechanical, thermal and even electrical properties in one setup. Future challenges for SThM lie in both extending its applicability and in accurate consideration of the probe-sample heat transfer mechanisms. Regarding its applicability, the SThM has been shown to be a successful technique to gain thermal insights in different types of materials and devices. However, as the size of these samples shrink, further progress in this area is needed to achieve higher temperature reading accuracy, spatial resolution, temporal response and/or sensitivity. Moreover, the SThM was shown to be able to operate under different environments, e.g. under air, liquid, and rarefied gases. [38r] The immerse-mode SThM widens the current applicability of SThM to liquid environments, but attempts to employ this technique are limited. Further development would focus on designing specialized probes and calibration strategies for immerse environments.
Regarding heat transfer mechanisms, the most challenging is the contribution of near-field radiative thermal transport. Neglecting near field radiation has been validated experimentally for larger gaps and operation in air. [127a] Nevertheless, the understanding of near field radiation is imperative for quantifying its contribution in vacuum-operated SThM system, [37] as well as for characterization of the quantum scale behavior of electromagnetic waves in near field. [198] However the consideration of near-field radiation is largely in theoretical and numerical phase. [3b] Thus, experiments towards validating modeling results are necessary.
